
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Content Writing Outline 
 

Based on Proposal: 0000027 

Destination: http://fitdailydigest.com/ 

 Headline: This Anti-Aging Cream Saved Me from A Meltdown 
This headline has been analyzed by CoSchedule and earned a score of 71. (Most professional 
copywriters' headlines will score 70 and above). 
 

 

• Activates healthy skin 
cell growth 

• Caviar Extract boosts 
collagen production 

• Tightens and firms 
skin, reversing age 

lines and sagging 

  

http://fitdailydigest.com/


Solving The Aging Problem from The Inside Out 

 Like many aging men and women, I got tired of the constant lies in the anti-aging, anti-wrinkle 
skin care industry. I had been taken advantage of by the so called top anti-aging wrinkle creams, 
throwing my money down the drain with no results to show for it. Nearing 50 years of age with very 
little headway on controlling my crow’s feet, sagging and age lines, I gave up. I wanted something 
natural and not abrasive, I wanted something I could afford, but most of all, I wanted something THAT 
WORKED.  

 I stumbled upon this video by Dr. John Layke, a renowned cosmetic surgeon in Beverly Hills, and 
it CHANGED MY LIFE. Beverly Hills MD Lift + Firm Sculpting Cream does more than just pile on collagen 
and elastin. This formula focuses more on restoring your skin’s support structure, enabling it to slow 
down the aging process. With unique technologies that I hadn’t even heard of, I knew this company was 
thinking outside of the box. 

What’s in it? 

How to use Beverly Hills MD Lift & Firm Cream 
 

Why I chose (and still choose) this product 
-money back guarantee, no risk free trial gimmick 

-no irritation, dryness or flaky feeling after repeated use 

- targeted an area of aging that I didn’t even think of (neck) 

- noticeable change in a few days (smoother, glowing skin) with vast changes over several months 
(tightened skin on face and neck with some diminishing lines) 

- works on hands (plumps and fills) 

 

What can be improved 
-price (can get on Amazon for $65 or promotional for less), discounts on multiple jars 

http://yourbiggestagetell.com/index_com.php


- critics feel that this product takes too long to see results 

- better product packaging (lots of complaints on air bubble – leaving less cream in the jar) 

 

Keywords: beverly hills md skin cream, money back guarantee anti aging cream, anti aging wrinkle 
cream reviews, anti wrinkle skin care products, how to get firm skin, how to look young again, tightening 
skin creams, skin tightening creams, anti-aging lotion, anti-aging wrinkle cream, free wrinkle cream 
offers, best cream for wrinkles, free anti-aging cream, ageing cream, wrinkles anti-aging cream, best 
wrinkle creams 2016, wrinkle cream for face, skin restore reviews. best anti-aging wrinkle reducer, what 
is the best anti-aging cream, anti-aging cream reviews, best anti-aging, best face cream for aging skin 
2016, anti-aging and wrinkle products, top anti-aging wrinkle creams, anti-aging supplements for 
wrinkles, anti-wrinkle anti-aging cream, best wrinkle anti-aging creams, best creams for wrinkles, 
wrinkle cream, anti-aging wrinkle, aging anti-care skin wrinkle, anti-wrinkle creams, anti-aging wrinkle 
creams, anti-aging wrinkles, wrinkle creams, top wrinkle creams 2016, best wrinkle cream in stores, 
most effective anti-wrinkle cream, eBay wrinkle cream, buy anti aging cream amazon, amazon wrinkle 
creams, best proven wrinkle cream, wrinkle cream anti-aging, best anti wrinkles, wrinkle skin products, 
fix fine lines, fix wrinkles, fix aging, eye puffy cream, best skin moisturizers, anti wrinkle cream, best 
wrinkle creams, eye wrinkle creams, face creams, best anti aging, anti aging products, anti aging facial, 
how long does it take for anti aging cream to work, permanent anti aging cream, permanent anti wrinkle 
creams, when does aging start, is anti aging cream permanent, , no injection botox, no injection anti 
wrinkles, no injection collagen, look younger anti aging cream,  

Anchored text:  anti-wrinkle cream ingredients, antioxidant rich anti aging, caviar, silk peptides, 
Progeline, Liftessence, Idealift, Sculptessence, Vitamin E, aloe vera in skin care, anti-wrinkle with amino 
acids, clinical trials for wrinkles, best anti-aging creams on the market, anti-aging wrinkle cream, best 
anti-aging wrinkle cream, age cream wrinkles, 60 day money back guarantee, top wrinkle creams, anti 
aging serum, anti aging moisturizer, signs of aging, cream, green tea skincare 

 

Notes: 

1. Licensure information for pictures/icons used 
a. Picture of woman,  

i.  CC0 Public Domain 
b. All references linked within the text. 

 

 

 

The completed content writings will be 750± 10 words. 
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